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Many of you will remember Judith's article in the very first issue of Sentire - a moving 
tribute to her husband, Steve Johnson, founder of Alaskan Essences. In this new article, 
Judith dives into the work she does in her practice: supporting animals with essences. 

Judith began her professional journey at the Wageningen Agricultural University, eager to 
find ways to improve the welfare of animals. Her journey then took her to animal 

communication, for which she found she had a natural  ability, and then to train with 
Bloesem Remedies in the Netherlands. Finally, she went to Alaska to meet Steve and the 

Alaskan Essences, and the rest - as they say - is history. Judith now directs Alaskan 
Essences and continues to work with her very special clients - the animals.  

I would like to share with you some insights and experiences from my work 
as an animal communicator and flower essence therapist. The focus, here, 
is on dogs, cats and horses, as these are the animals I most often work with; 
however, you will find understandings that can be applied more broadly.

 
It is important to realise that, although our animals are domesticated, they
still retain their natural instincts, making them behave and respond in
certain ways. Because we keep animals in our houses and on our pastures,
where they cannot really go anywhere, they are affected by what we do to
them and how we treat them. We have to be honest and acknowledge
that this way of living, in close proximity to us, is far from natural and does
not match the way their wild ancestors would live. This restricted way of
living can cost them effort and energy, and affect the way they feel.

 
Examples of this would be:
- cats who are inside the house all the time, not able to go outside to hunt 

  and roam 
- dogs, which are pack animals, not living in packs; never going for a (pack) 

 walk but just having access to a yard; being home alone a lot 
   - horses, which are herd animals, being kept alone and missing companions; 
     being kept inside barns for much of the time; not being able to graze outside,
     being trained and ridden
   - all animals made to eat an unnatural diet
 

All the above are to do with the way we keep and treat our animals. However, 
one of the biggest factors in their lives is us. Our animals live within our 
emotional realm where they feel and sense our emotions - more than we 
realise. Some animals are fine with that, but some are incredibly empathic 
and have difficulty processing these emotional energies. 
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In addition, animals often have to deal with inconsistent and incongruent 
human behaviour that occurs when our feeling, thinking and doing is not in 
alignment: this can very confusing for an animal, as we give out mixed 
messages. You cannot fool animals: they will pick this up. There is also, of 
course, the kind of inhumane behavior that causes physical and emotional 
trauma, either through abuse, violence or severe neglect. But even just the 
wrong training methods, can be traumatizing. Early and abrupt weaning can 
also harm the young animal and the mother. And, last but not least, animals 
bred for the wrong reasons – for how they look or perform for us as humans 
rather than for their own wellbeing - can cause issues in behaviour and 
health.

 
So, our animals have a lot to deal with. Understanding more of the animals' 
perspective, and our impact on them, helps us understand what we can do
to improve their lives and how flower essences can help.

 
THE ISSUES I SEE IN MY PRACTICE

 
1)  ANIMALS AS OUR MIRRORS
When I do a complete consultation, I engage in telepathic communication 
with the animal. I check all the things I want to know regarding their past, 
present and future, and all the practical and spiritual aspects of their life. I
will always check whether the animal is mirroring the caretaker and, if so, 
what it is that I need to talk about with them.

 
However, without doing animal communication, it is also possible to discover 
that mirroring is going on. I have noticed that, when I select essences (by 
intuition) for an animal and discuss these with their human, (s) he will often 
exclaim that (s)he could use some of the essence. This gives me an opening 
to talk about what is going on in her/his life. I may also ask the person, ‘Do 
you recognize any of these essences for yourself?’

 
When I see a very empathic animal mirroring its human, I will suggest that by 
taking essences themselves (or along with the animal), the person will be 
helping their animal feel better. Some animals take on more emotional energy 
from the people they live with than they are able to process. This may lead to 
behavioural issues. For example, ‘aggression’ towards men may actually 
reflect the fears of the owner. Or physical symptoms may manifest similar to 
those found in their human who is currently dealing with an emotional 
blockage.
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Essences that can be useful in cases of mirroring may be cleansing essences 
to let go of emotional issues. Portage Glacier comes up a lot, along with 
protective essences like White Violet or Tiger’s Eye. Sometimes, I see 
essences come up that deal with anger issues, often relating to what is going 
on in the person.
 
It is important that we, as caretakers do not feel bad or guilty when the 
animal is mirroring or taking on our emotional stuff. It can be a shock, 
sometimes, that the behaviour of our animal has anything to do with 
ourselves. However, I believe that every animal and person are together for a 
reason. The animal is helping us become more aware of ourselves and, by 
working on our issues, with the support of the essences, we help them too. 
 
Important: if you are treating an animal with flower essences and, after 
a few dosage cycles there are no improvements (and all their basic needs 
are taken care of), then this is often an indication that the animal is 
mirroring a person in the family. That person may need to become aware of 
this. As they do, you will notice that, as soon as the person makes a shift in 
themselves, the animal will respond in a positive way: it is as if the animal 
knows they can now let that go.

Tiger's Eye: losing sense of identity 
when dealing with powerful 

emotions

Portage Glacier: catalyst to 
release inappropriate energies
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2) THE SPIRITUAL JOURNEY OF ANIMALS
Animals are on their own spiritual journey and have their own soul purpose, 
just as human beings do. Looking at the kind of journeys animals live, here 
on this planet, I have seen different variations:
 

-  Some animals live a happy, joyful existence and are the sunshine in 
their people’s lives. They get to simply experience being a cat, dog, 
horse, etc. They rarely have any issues and are regarded as being a 

beloved family member and friend. They may not need essences at all.
 
-  Some animals feel so lost, or have been through such trauma, that they 
wonder why they are here. Flower essences can be of great help to them, 

bringing quick and positive changes.
 

-  Some animals come here to experience a certain theme, like trusting 
humans, overcoming fear, experiencing a physical issue, experiencing a 

life with a human, etc.  Flower essences can help in many cases. A deep-
seated fear, for example, may take a few rounds of essences to increase 

their confidence, depending on the animal. If you are a therapist 
yourself, let your clients commit to administering a few dosage cycles to 
their animal, rather than expecting miracles after just one bottle. Quick 

improvements do happen, but sometimes it is subtler and takes more 
time.

 
-  Some animals come into our lives as our teachers and healers, and they 
are there for us. By being a positive mirror, they can be the example that 
we need. By being a negative mirror, we may eventually discover what it 
is that we are doing in ourselves that is being reflected by our animal. 

Some people have lost all trust in fellow human beings, but they will love 
their animal and listen to them. The animals in your life are never there 
by coincidence: it is sometimes astounding to me how often people and 

animals have experienced similar trauma in their lives.  
 
I am reminded of a woman who came to me with a dog that was
rejected by its mother as a puppy and was showing separation anxiety. 
After talking with her, it transpired that the woman was also abandoned by 
her mother when she was young, and she admitted to having extreme 
separation anxiety. So, both human and dog were experiencing the same 
anxiety and were actually rienforcing that within each other. The flower 
essence, Grove Sandwort, was a great help to both.
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In the woods, Grove Sandwort 
supports the wellbeing of plants 
growing nearby, helping them 
maintain a strong energetic 
connection to the Earth. For animals, 
Grove Sandwort can be used in much 
the same way, helping newborns, in 
particular, to establish a stronger 
connection with the Earth. This
makes the weaning process much 
easier.
 
Grove Sandwort also supports the 
evolving relationship between mother 
and newborn. If the quality of 
nurturing in this relationship is poor, 
and the weaning and separation 
processes not handled well, then the 
young animal may go on to create co-
dependent connections with others to 
compensate for the lack of connection 
with the Earth Mother.
 
Grove Sandwort is also an important 
essence for adults who did not 
receive the quality of nurturing they 
needed as children. Many will
attempt to make up for this deficit by 
creating co-dependent relationships 
based - with a partner, relative or pet
- on the hope that they will supply 
this nurturing energy. Grove 
Sandwort helps replace the 
dependent connection for an Earth 
connection.

Grove Sandwort Essence
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My dogs, Sage and 
Suzie, like to come 
along on every hike.
 
A few miles every day 
and longer day hikes 
during the weekend.
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29 year old mule, Molly, and 21 year old Frisian, Rixt, live with Judith in 
Montana USA. They have access to the field 24/7 and prefer to be outside, 
even in the snow. They only use their shelter during windy rainstorms and 
hot sunny days. Eating and digesting good quality hay (in slow feeders) 
keeps them warm in cold winters.
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River Beauty:  shock, emotional devastation
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3)  AN ANIMAL'S PAST INFLUENCES ITS PRESENT
We need to take into consideration what an animal has encountered in its 
life so far. This is especially true with rescue animals. Many of them have 
had traumatic experiences that are still impacting on them now, 
influencing how they behave and respond to normal day-to-day events. 
Essences that are often come up here are Balsam Poplar, Fireweed, 
River Beauty and White Fireweed - all of which deal with resolving 
past trauma and supporting regeneration.
 
Here are some examples of how we might recognise such traumas:
 
-  If a dog is chronically needy, there may be a corresponding layer of 

trauma due to an abrupt or premature weaning. Sometimes, this 
behaviour is misinterpreted as, ‘He loves me so much, he can’t do 

without me.’
 
-  Dogs that are hypersensitive and feel unsafe because of trauma can 
respond to their environment by barking incessantly or by withdrawing 
into themselves. Flower essences that give protection will often come 

up for these cases.
 

-  Horses that have been trained in an aggressive or unfair way may 
have difficulty trusting humans again: they would far rather be out in 
the wild somewhere. (I have communicated with many horses that 

have asked to be set free again, or that do not understand the 
concept of riding). Proper rehabilitation, gaining trust, fair 

horsemanship, patience and essences will all help create a meaningful 
and happy life for that horse.

 
As noted earlier, something else that pets are affected by, which is less 
traumatic, but no less impactful, is an unnatural way of living: being 
alone all day with restricted access to nature, having no companions, or 
being treated in an unkind way, all create an ongoing trauma. In my 
opinion, flower essences are not the first choice here: instead, the 
circumstances need to change for the animal. If that is absolutely 
impossible, then essences may help the animal to cope with the situation.
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4) THE WAY ANIMALS TALK IS THROUGH THEIR BEHAVIOUR
A lot of issues come up between animals and their owners because 
humans misinterpret the language the animals are speaking: they ‘talk’ to 
us through their actions - their behaviour. It is vital that we learn to 
understand what their behaviour tells us. However, people often try to 
change the unwanted behaviour (or even ask me to do it), rather than 
realise that the animals are communicating something important. The 
animal is not just being ‘stupid’ or ‘stubborn’.
 
-  ‘Aggressive’ behaviour may actually be caused by fear or insecurity. I 

have never come across a truly mean animal.
 

-  An animal that cannot do without you may be experiencing 
separation anxiety. A happy, confident animal that lives a good life is 

okay with you leaving it for a while as it trust that you will come 
back.  

-  Behaviour that is interpreted as being ‘stubborn’ is just caused by 
misunderstanding – you are assuming that the animal knows what you

want. But often we do not realise that we are sending ‘mixed’ signals: I 
want the horse to go in the trailer, but I’m nervous that he might 

break the thing down, just like the last time… … I tell my dog that he is 
good, but I actually get nervous when we encounter big dogs on our 

walk and that’s when my dog starts barking…
 
Most people act with good intentions but can, nevertheless, be going 
against the natural, instinctive needs of their animal. The following story 
illustrates this perfectly.
 
A lady asked me if I could give her horse some calming essences because 
he would always try to kick and bite when they shaved him in the winter. 
They shaved him so that he would not ‘sweat so much’. When I 
connected with the horse, he was really distressed. He was trying to say, 
‘Leave me and my haircoat alone, I don’t want to be shaved, it feels 
awful and the blanket is annoying’. Not surprisingly, this lady did not go 
home with essences, but with some educational material on how the 
horse’s haircoat works and what you are doing when you remove the hair 
and replace it with a blanket. The horse, through its behaviour, was 
communicating its distress. It did not need treating for bad behaviour – it 
needed listening to. How else could it show its needs?
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Balsam Poplar: lack of 
grounding leading to 
inconsistent
emotional response

White Fireweed: deep emotional 
shock; profound alienation from 
the body
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ESSENCES TO CONSIDER 
Sometimes, people will ask me if there are combination formulas 
they can use to begin supporting their animals with essences. I 
recommend the following from the Alaskan Essences, all of which 
are available in drops and sprays:
 
Animal Care: for animals who live in shelters; who have suffered 
from inadequate care/abusive situations/restricted access to nature; 
animals that move to a new family/have big changes coming up; for 
animals that have sleeping problems.
In general: in all cases in which the animal can use some help to 
get back in touch with its true nature.
 
Guardian: for whenever an animal needs to feel more protected; 
when animals are oversensitive/skittish/over-reactive to influences in 
their environment; when animals exhibit aggressive behaviour with 
other animals and people.
 
Soul Support: for use in any stressful situation such as being sick; 
being in the hospital (take them yourself too); feeling miserable; 
experiencing pain/going to the dentist or veterinarian; transport; 
fights or arguments in the family; the death of a person or animal 
(take them yourself too); after trauma, accidents, shock, injury, 
fireworks and thunderstorms.
Include in any case where YOU are nervous and stressed.
 
After using these combinations, you may feel that the animal has 
greater wellbeing. Now you can move on to trying to select 
individual essence combinations.
 
ADMINISTERING ESSENCES
It is absolutely fine if other animals in a household get the essences 
as well. You can put drops in the water bowl or spray them around. 
You can also put out an extra water bowl, without the essences, so 
the animals can choose which water to drink. Also put drops on the 
food of the animal you are targeting. And why not select essences 
for the other animals as well? Sometimes, the quiet ones are 
processing a lot and could use some help with that. An animal may 
seem fine, but the intuitive selection will tell you whether they are. 
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PRACTICAL TIPS:
Try to select essences intuitively by 
asking the higher self of the animal what 
it needs in this moment: you can use a 
pendulum or kinesiology. The essences 
that come up may be different to what 
you would expect and this method can 
actually be used as a diagnostic tool. 
What is it that the animal wants at this 
moment? Is it grounding, protection or 
release? Many animals will show 
improvement right away, depending on 
the severity of their condition. It is most 
advantageous to work in successive 
dosage cycles, as each essence 
combination that comes up will give 
information about the current blockage, 
help to release it, and further reveal the 
underlying issue.
 
THE USE OF FLOWER ESSENCES
In many circumstances, flower essences 
can offer the energetic support our 
animal friends need to thrive in our fast-
paced, chaotic lives. Flower essences 
work at a very deep level to alleviate 
suffering, remove layers of trauma and 
stress, and strengthen an animal’s ability 
to process emotional energy. They can 
be easily integrated into any program of 
care, as they do not interfere with other 
forms of treatment. Flower essences will 
be most effective when animals are 
already having their basic needs met. 
This means the freedom to live
according to their natural instincts as 
much as possible, and the right to 
abundant exercise, appropriate medical 
attention, fair treatment, and good 
nutrition.

IMAGES: 
All images courtesy of Judith Poelarends 

and Alaskan Essences

WEBSITE: www.alaskanessences.com
MAGAZINE: www.sentiremagazine.com
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